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Thoughtful Christians are legitimately perplexed by a number of issues relating to the church's belief and practice. They are
perplexed partly because they recognize that the issues themselves are thorny, and partly because they are not sure how to test
the mutually inconsistent theories and explanations affirmed by diverse voices speaking with equal assurance. Most Christians find
relatively little occasion or encouragement to address their perplexities with intellectual candor and integrity. If they dare to
acknowledge their theological perplexities at all, they are too often told that these perplexities are unimportant, or that they can be
answered very simply, or that they should be left to the experts. Guide for the Christian Perplexed, written by members of the
faculty of Wycliffe College, Toronto, aims to explore a diversity of issues and questions to do with oour knowledge of Jesus othe
meaning of suffering othe function of doctrine othe understanding of Scripture othe place of other religions othe challenge of
atheism othe pleasures and complications of sexuality othe nature of worship othe way to evangelize ounderstanding who our
neighbor is locally and globally odiversities of spirituality Here you will find thoughtful reflections and answers to the questions
around these issues. A study guide is included for individual and group use.
Elliptic Tales describes the latest developments in number theory by looking at one of the most exciting unsolved problems in
contemporary mathematics--the Birch and Swinnerton-Dyer Conjecture. The Clay Mathematics Institute is offering a prize of $1
million to anyone who can discover a general solution to the problem. The key to the conjecture lies in elliptic curves, which are
cubic equations in two variables. These equations may appear simple, yet they arise from some very deep--and often very
mystifying--mathematical ideas. Using only basic algebra and calculus while presenting numerous eye-opening examples, Ash
and Gross make these ideas accessible to general readers, and, in the process, venture to the very frontiers of modern
mathematics. Along the way, they give an informative and entertaining introduction to some of the most profoundmay appear
simple, yet they arise from some very deep--and often very mystifying--mathematical ideas. Using only basic algebra and calculus
while presenting numerous eye-opening examples, Ash and Gross make these ideas accessible to general readers, and, in the
process, venture to the very frontiers of modern mathematics. Along the way, they give an informative and entertaining
introduction to some of the most profound discoveries of the last three centuries in algebraic geometry, abstract algebra, and
number theory. They demonstrate how mathematics grows more abstract to tackle ever more challenging problems, and how each
new generation of mathematicians builds on the accomplishments of those who preceded them. Ash and Gross fully explain how
the Birch and Swinnerton-Dyer Conjecture sheds light on the number theory of elliptic curves, and how it provides a beautiful and
startling connection between two very different objects arising from an elliptic curve, one based on calculus, the other on algebra.
The Millennium ProblemsThe Seven Greatest Unsolved Mathematical Puzzles Of Our TimeBasic Books
Analogy has been the focus of extensive research in cognitive science over the past two decades. Through analogy, novel
situations and problems can be understood in terms of familiar ones. Indeed, a case can be made for analogical processing as the
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very core of cognition. This is the first book to span the full range of disciplines concerned with analogy. Its contributors represent
cognitive, developmental, and comparative psychology; neuroscience; artificial intelligence; linguistics; and philosophy. The book
is divided into three parts. The first part describes computational models of analogy as well as their relation to computational
models of other cognitive processes. The second part addresses the role of analogy in a wide range of cognitive tasks, such as
forming complex cognitive structures, conveying emotion, making decisions, and solving problems. The third part looks at the
development of analogy in children and the possible use of analogy in nonhuman primates. Contributors Miriam Bassok, Consuelo
B. Boronat, Brian Bowdle, Fintan Costello, Kevin Dunbar, Gilles Fauconnier, Kenneth D. Forbus, Dedre Gentner, Usha Goswami,
Brett Gray, Graeme S. Halford, Douglas Hofstadter, Keith J. Holyoak, John E. Hummel, Mark T. Keane, Boicho N. Kokinov, Arthur
B. Markman, C. Page Moreau, David L. Oden, Alexander A. Petrov, Steven Phillips, David Premack, Cameron Shelley, Paul
Thagard, Roger K.R. Thompson, William H. Wilson, Phillip Wolff
Follows on from Sherlock Holmes in Babylon to take the history of mathematics through the nineteenth and twentieth centuries.
This third edition of the much acclaimed Cambridge Handbook of Psychology, Health and Medicine offers a fully up-to-date,
comprehensive, accessible, one-stop resource for doctors, health care professionals, mental health care professionals (such as
psychologists, counsellors, specialist nurses), academics, researchers, and students specializing in health across all these fields.
The new streamlined structure of the book features brief section overviews summarising the state of the art of knowledge on the
topic to make the information easier to find. The encyclopaedic aspects of the Handbook have been retained; all the entries, as
well as the extensive references, have been updated. Retaining all the virtues of the original, this edition is expanded with a range
of new topics, such as the effects of conflict and war on health and wellbeing, advancements in assisted reproduction technology,
e-health interventions, patient-reported outcome measures, health behaviour change interventions, and implementing changes
into health care practice.
???????????????????
The multilateral trading system stands at a crossroads. Despite its widely acknowledged contribution to global prosperity over the past half
century, the movement toward further liberalization has increasingly been challenged. These essays by leading scholars and trade officials
honor Raymond Vernon, one of the architects of the international economic institutions established following the Second World War. The
book examines several key issues at the heart of the debate over the multilateral trading system. What are the global efficiency gains from
further liberalization? How can efficiency gains be maximized while respecting legitimate claims to sovereignty? Is the trading system
affording an equitable distribution of benefits between countries and among various groups within societies? Does civil society have a role in
the trading system? What role should the World Trade Organization and its dispute settlement procedures play in resolving disputes and
enhancing legitimacy?
????????F.Klein 1894????????????,????????????????—??????????????
Numbers imitate space, which is of such a di?erent nature —Blaise Pascal It is fair to date the study of the foundation of mathematics back to
the ancient Greeks. The urge to understand and systematize the mathematics of the time led Euclid to postulate axioms in an early attempt to
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put geometry on a ?rm footing. With roots in the Elements, the distinctive methodology of mathematics has become proof. Inevitably two
questions arise: What are proofs? and What assumptions are proofs based on? The ?rst question, traditionally an internal question of the
?eld of logic, was also wrestled with in antiquity. Aristotle gave his famous syllogistic s- tems, and the Stoics had a nascent propositional
logic. This study continued with ?ts and starts, through Boethius, the Arabs and the medieval logicians in Paris and London. The early germs
of logic emerged in the context of philosophy and theology. The development of analytic geometry, as exempli?ed by Descartes, illtratedoneofthedi?cultiesinherentinfoundingmathematics. Itisclassically phrased as the question ofhow one reconciles the arithmetic with the
geom- ric. Arenumbers onetypeofthingand geometricobjectsanother? Whatare the relationships between these two types of objects? How
can they interact? Discovery of new types of mathematical objects, such as imaginary numbers and, much later, formal objects such as free
groups and formal power series make the problem of ?nding a common playing ?eld for all of mathematics importunate. Several pressures
made foundational issues urgent in the 19th century.
This volume provides an introduction for flood risk management practitioners, up-to-date methods for analysis of uncertainty and its use in
risk-based decision making. It addresses decision making for both short-term (real-time forecasting) and long-term (flood risk planning under
change) situations. It aims primarily at technical practitioners involved in flood risk analysis and flood warning, including hydrologists,
engineers, flood modelers, risk analysts and those involved in the design and operation of flood warning systems. Many experienced
practitioners are now expected to modify their way of working to fit into the new philosophy of flood risk management. This volume helps them
to undertake that task with appropriate attention to the surrounding uncertainties. The book will also interest and benefit researchers and
graduate students hoping to improve their knowledge of modern uncertainty analysis. Contents:Introduction:Flood Risk Management:
Decision Making Under Uncertainty (Jim W Hall)Use of Models in Flood Risk Management (Keith Beven)Theoretical Perspectives:A
Framework for Uncertainty Analysis (Keith Beven)Classical Approaches for Statistical Inference in Model Calibration with Uncertainty (R E
Chandler)Formal Bayes Methods for Model Calibration with Uncertainty (Jonathan Rougier)The GLUE Methodology for Model Calibration
with Uncertainty (Keith Beven)Uncertainties in Flood Modelling and Risk Analysis:Uncertainty in Rainfall Inputs (R E Chandler, V S Isham, P
J Northrop, H S Wheater, C J Onof and N A Leith)Uncertainty in Flood Frequency Analysis (Thomas R Kjeldsen, Rob Lamb and Sarka D
Blazkova)Minimising Uncertainty in Statistical Analysis of Extreme Values (C Keef)Uncertainty in Flood Inundation Modelling (Paul D Bates,
Florian Pappenberger and Renata J Romanowicz)Flood Defence Reliability Analysis (Pieter van Gelder and Han Vrijling)Uncertainties in
Flood Modelling in Urban Areas (Slobodan Djordjevi?, Zoran Vojinovi?, Richard Dawson and Dragan A Savi?)The Many Uncertainties in
Flood Loss Assessments (John Chatterton, Edmund Penning-Rowsell and Sally Priest)Uncertainty and Sensitivity Analysis of Current and
Future Flood Risk in the Thames Estuary (Jim W Hall, Hamish Harvey and Owen Tarrant)Uncertainties in Real-Time Flood
Forecasting:Operational Hydrologic Ensemble Forecasting (Albrecht H Weerts, Dong-Jun Seo, Micha Werner and John Schaake)A DataBased Mechanistic Modelling Approach to Real-Time Flood Forecasting (Peter C Young, Renata J Romanowicz and Keith Beven)Uncertainty
Estimation in Fluvial Flood Forecasting Applications (Kevin Sene, Albrecht H Weerts, Keith Beven, Robert J Moore, Chris Whitlow, Stefan
Laeger and Richard Cross)Case Study: Decision Making for Flood Forecasting in the US National Weather Service (Robert Hartman and
John Schaake)Quantifying and Reducing Uncertainties in Operational Forecasting: Examples from the Delft FEWS Forecasting System
(Micha Werner, Paolo Reggiani and Albrecht H Weerts)Real-Time Coastal Flood Forecasting (Kevin Horsburgh and Jonathan
Flowerdew)Uncertainties in Long-Term Change in Flood Risk:Detecting Long-Term Change in Flood Risk (Cíntia B Uvo and Robin T
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Clarke)Detecting Changes in Winter Precipitation Extremes and Fluvial Flood Risk (Robert L Wilby, Hayley J Fowler and Bill Donovan)Flood
Risk in Eastern Australia — Climate Variability and Change (Stewart W Franks)Communicating Uncertainties:Translating Uncertainty in Flood
Risk Science (Hazel Faulkner, Meghan Alexander and David Leedal) Readership: Hydrologists, civil engineers, meteorologists, flood risk
managers, environmental scientists, hydraulic engineers and consultants. Key Features:Dedicated to the important problem of uncertainty in
flood risk analysisTakes an applied perspective with a range of case studiesProvides a comprehensive coverage of uncertainties in flood risk
analysis, including flood forecasting, simulation modeling and impacts assessmentKeywords:Floods;Flood Risk Management;Uncertainty
Estimation;Flood Frequency;Rainfall Models
How much math can you cover in five minutes? Quite a bit, if you have a good guide. In this collection of one hundred short essays, Ehrhard
Behrends offers a tour through contemporary and everyday mathematics. The topics range from pure mathematics to applications of
mathematics to observations about the mathematics that surrounds us in daily life. Here, we read about the parable of grains of rice on a
chessboard, the mathematics of the lottery, music and mathematics, intriguing paradoxes, the concept of infinity, the Poincare conjecture,
quantum computers, and plenty more. Anyone who regularly reads the science section of a newspaper or magazine will find much to enjoy in
Five-Minute Mathematics. Behrends makes very few assumptions about his readers, other than general curiosity and some familiarity with
high school mathematics. The vignettes originally appeared in the author's newspaper column. They have been extensively revised and
expanded, and provided with attractive illustrations and photographs.
Ghana is on a strong trajectory toward solidifying its middle income status. Today, more childrenthan at any time in the history of Ghana have
access to basic and secondary education. Overthe past decade, incidence of extreme poverty has been cut in half amid strong economic
growth.Ghana's recent achievements point to the possibility of more fully realizing the human potential ofall individuals and of the
country.Basic Education beyond the Millennium Development Goals in Ghana argues that realizing thispotential requires a redoubling of
efforts to reach the poorest half of Ghanaian children with qualitybasic education. At present, system-wide disparities in education service
delivery and highlyinequitable allocation of resources has led to unfair educational outcomes. These disparities createa “missing middle” in
terms of learning outcomes: although a small number of children performwell on numeracy and literacy assessments, more than 60% of 6th
graders do not attain profi ciencylevels.Several recent initiatives point to the possibility of accelerating Ghana's progress toward qualitybasic
education for all: they improve equitable resource allocation, strengthen social protection, andprovide additional academic support to improve
learning outcomes. By outlining key challenges andpromising practices, Basic Education beyond the Millennium Development Goals in
Ghana seeks tostimulate a lively and productive debate on the future of basic education in Ghana.
In 2000, the Clay Foundation announced a historic competition: whoever could solve any of seven extraordinarily difficult mathematical
problems, and have the solution acknowledged as correct by the experts, would receive 1 million in prize money. There was some precedent
for doing this: In 1900 the mathematician David Hilbert proposed twenty-three problems that set much of the agenda for mathematics in the
twentieth century. The Millennium Problems--chosen by a committee of the leading mathematicians in the world--are likely to acquire similar
stature, and their solution (or lack of it) is likely to play a strong role in determining the course of mathematics in the twenty-first century. Keith
Devlin, renowned expositor of mathematics and one of the authors of the Clay Institute's official description of the problems, here provides
the definitive account for the mathematically interested reader.
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Once known as ÒPariahs,Ó Dalits are primarily descendants of unfree agrarian laborers. They belong to IndiaÕs lowest
castes, face overwhelming poverty and discrimination, and continue to be a source of public anxiety. Drawing on a wealth
of previously untapped sources, this book follows the conception and evolution of the ÒPariah problemÓ in public
consciousness in the 1890s. It shows how high-caste landlords, state officials, and well-intentioned missionaries
conceived of Dalit oppression and prevented substantive solutions to the ÒPariah ProblemÓÑwith consequences that
continue to be felt today. The book begins with a description of the everyday lives of Dalit laborers in the 1890s and
highlights the systematic efforts made by the state and Indian elites to protect Indian slavery from public scrutiny.
Protestant missionaries were the first non-Dalits to draw attention to their plight. However, their vision of the PariahsÕ
suffering as a result of Hindu religious prejudice obscured the fact that the entire agrarian political-economic system
depended on Pariah labor. The Indian public as well as colonial officials came to share a view compatible with missionary
explanations, which meant all subsequent welfare efforts directed at Dalits focused on religious and social transformation
rather than on structural reform. Methodologically, theoretically, and empirically, this book breaks new ground to
demonstrate how events in the early decades of state-sponsored welfare directed at Dalits laid the groundwork for the
present day, where the postcolonial state and well-meaning social and religious reformers continue to downplay DalitsÕ
landlessness, violent suppression, and political subordination.
Born from the side of Jesus, pierced on the cross, the church is the living body of Christ. Like Jesus himself, it is both
eternal and temporal, spiritual and material, spotless and wounded. Constituted as an integrated, living body, the church
is the sacrament of Christ; that is, it reveals Christ to the world and makes him present in the world. It exists in order to
evangelize and does this most effectively when its diverse members are united in love. This collection of chapters from
scholars from diverse fields offers a fresh approach to Catholic ecclesiology. It is hoped that the reader of this book will
discover anew the beauty of the church, a living body always old and ever new.
The need to control violent and non-violent harm has been central to human existence since societies first emerged. This
book analyses the problem of harm in world politics which stems from the fact that societies require the power to harm in
order to defend themselves from internal and external threats, but must also control the capacity to harm so that people
cannot kill, injure, humiliate or exploit others as they please. Andrew Linklater analyses writings in moral and legal
philosophy that define and classify forms of harm, and discusses the ways in which different theories of international
relations suggest the power to harm can be controlled so that societies can co-exist with the minimum of violent and nonviolent harm. Linklater argues for new connections between the English School study of international society and Norbert
Elias' analysis of civilizing processes in order to advance the study of harm in world politics.
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People, problems, and proofs are the lifeblood of theoretical computer science. Behind the computing devices and
applications that have transformed our lives are clever algorithms, and for every worthwhile algorithm there is a problem
that it solves and a proof that it works. Before this proof there was an open problem: can one create an efficient algorithm
to solve the computational problem? And, finally, behind these questions are the people who are excited about these
fundamental issues in our computational world. In this book the authors draw on their outstanding research and teaching
experience to showcase some key people and ideas in the domain of theoretical computer science, particularly in
computational complexity and algorithms, and related mathematical topics. They show evidence of the considerable
scholarship that supports this young field, and they balance an impressive breadth of topics with the depth necessary to
reveal the power and the relevance of the work described. Beyond this, the authors discuss the sustained effort of their
community, revealing much about the culture of their field. A career in theoretical computer science at the top level is a
vocation: the work is hard, and in addition to the obvious requirements such as intellect and training, the vignettes in this
book demonstrate the importance of human factors such as personality, instinct, creativity, ambition, tenacity, and luck.
The authors' style is characterize d by personal observations, enthusiasm, and humor, and this book will be a source of
inspiration and guidance for graduate students and researchers engaged with or planning careers in theoretical computer
science.
From the Preface: "This book is addressed to all who are curious about the nature of mathematics and its role in society.
It is neither a text book nor a specialists' book. It consists of a number of loosely linked essays that may be read
independently and for which I have tried to provide a leitmotif by throwing light on the relationship between m
There are some mathematical problems whose significance goes beyond the ordinary - like Fermat's Last Theorem or
Goldbach's Conjecture - they are the enigmas which define mathematics. The Great Mathematical Problems explains
why these problems exist, why they matter, what drives mathematicians to incredible lengths to solve them and where
they stand in the context of mathematics and science as a whole. It contains solved problems - like the Poincar
Conjecture, cracked by the eccentric genius Grigori Perelman, who refused academic honours and a million-dollar prize
for his work, and ones which, like the Riemann Hypothesis, remain baffling after centuries. Stewart is the guide to this
mysterious and exciting world, showing how modern mathematicians constantly rise to the challenges set by their
predecessors, as the great mathematical problems of the past succumb to the new techniques and ideas of the present.
In the newly emerging global economic order governments and policy makers are keen to seek ideas from other
countries and recognise the importance of looking comparatively. This expansion of interest in comparative education
brings new challenges for the discipline: research may be undertaken by non-specialists (by consultants and politicians
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or educationists from quite different backgrounds); the short lifespan of democratically elected governments may lend
attraction to ‘quick-fix’ solutions; statistics and data may be decontextualised. Added to these challenges there is the
worldwide proliferation of education providers outside state control and the transformation of teaching and learning
brought about by the new information technology. This book rethinks the role of comparative education in the light of
these changing circumstances and looks at the new opportunities they bring.
This book is a mathematical potpourri. Its material originated in classroom presentations, formal lectures, sections of earlier books, book
reviews, or just things written by the author for his own pleasure. Written in a nontechnical fashion, this book expresses the unique vision and
attitude of the author towards the role of mathematics in society. It contains observations or incidental remarks on mathematics, its nature, its
impacts on education and science and technology, its personalities and philosophies. The book is directed towards the math buffs of the
world and, more generally, towards the literate and interested public. Philip Davis is known for his work in numerical analysis and
approximation theory, as well as his investigations in the history and philosophy of mathematics. Currently a Professor Emeritus from the
Division of Applied Mathematics at Brown University, Davis is known for his books both in the areas of computational mathematics and
approximation theory and for books exploring certain questions in the philosophy of mathematics and the role of mathematics in society.
Every 3rd issue is a quarterly cumulation.
"The editors of this genuinely brilliant book seem to dare the reader to argue with them from the first page... I would encourage everyone
interested in cultural geography, or in the cultural turn within a whole set of human geogrphies, to do likewise." --ANNALS OF THE
ASSOCIATION OF AMERICAN GEOGRAPHERS "A richly plural and impassioned re-presentation of cultural geography that eschews
everything in the way of boundary drawing and fixity. A re-visioning of the field as "a set of engagements with the world," it contains a vibrant
atlas of ever shifting possibilities. Throbbing with commitment, and un-disciplined in the most positive sense of that term, it is exactly what a
handbook ought to be." --Professor Allan Pred Department of Geography, University of California at Berkeley Ten sections, with a detailed
editorial introduction, the Handbook of Cultural Geography presents a comprehensive statement of the relation between the cultural
imagination and the geographical imagination. Emphasising the intellectual diversity of the discipline, the Handbook is a textured overview
that presents a state-of-the-art assessment of the key questions informing cultural geography, while also looking at resonances between
cultural geography and other disciplines.
This highly comprehensive handbook provides a substantial advance in the computation of elementary and special functions of mathematics,
extending the function coverage of major programming languages well beyond their international standards, including full support for decimal
floating-point arithmetic. Written with clarity and focusing on the C language, the work pays extensive attention to little-understood aspects of
floating-point and integer arithmetic, and to software portability, as well as to important historical architectures. It extends support to a future
256-bit, floating-point format offering 70 decimal digits of precision. Select Topics and Features: references an exceptionally useful, authormaintained MathCW website, containing source code for the book’s software, compiled libraries for numerous systems, pre-built C
compilers, and other related materials; offers a unique approach to covering mathematical-function computation using decimal arithmetic;
provides extremely versatile appendices for interfaces to numerous other languages: Ada, C#, C++, Fortran, Java, and Pascal; presupposes
only basic familiarity with computer programming in a common language, as well as early level algebra; supplies a library that readily adapts
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for existing scripting languages, with minimal effort; supports both binary and decimal arithmetic, in up to 10 different floating-point formats;
covers a significant portion (with highly accurate implementations) of the U.S National Institute of Standards and Technology’s 10-year
project to codify mathematical functions. This highly practical text/reference is an invaluable tool for advanced undergraduates, recording
many lessons of the intermingled history of computer hardw are and software, numerical algorithms, and mathematics. In addition,
professional numerical analysts and others will find the handbook of real interest and utility because it builds on research by the mathematical
software community over the last four decades.
In its 114th year, Billboard remains the world's premier weekly music publication and a diverse digital, events, brand, content and data
licensing platform. Billboard publishes the most trusted charts and offers unrivaled reporting about the latest music, video, gaming, media,
digital and mobile entertainment issues and trends.
A unique and fascinating memoir traces the history of a famed Salt Lake City bookstore as it survives attempts at censorship, the onslaught
of chain superstores, and more, including dozens of "Top 25" reading lists on a wide variety of topics.
The Cambridge Handbook of Thinking and Reasoning is the first comprehensive and authoritative handbook covering all the core topics of
the field of thinking and reasoning. Written by the foremost experts from cognitive psychology, cognitive science, and cognitive neuroscience,
individual chapters summarize basic concepts and findings for a major topic, sketch its history, and give a sense of the directions in which
research is currently heading. The volume also includes work related to developmental, social and clinical psychology, philosophy,
economics, artificial intelligence, linguistics, education, law, and medicine. Scholars and students in all these fields and others will find this to
be a valuable collection.

Tells the stories behind seven extraordinarily difficult mathematical problems, the solutions for which the Clay Foundation of
Cambridge, Massachusetts is offering one million dollars each, and discusses what they mean for the future of math and science.
Meteorology at the Millennium details recent advances in meteorology and explores its interfaces with science, technology, and
society. Ways in which modern meteorology is contributing to the developments in other sciences are described, as well as how
atmospheric scientists are learning from colleagues in related disciplines. Meteorology at the Millennium will serve as a point of
reference for students and researchers of meteorology and climatology for many years to come. The areas covered include
weather prediction at the millennium, climate variability and change, atmosphere-ocean coupling, the biogeochemical system,
weather on other planets. This book is a compilation of the best invited papers presented at a conference celebrating the 150
years of the Royal Meteorological Society (RMS).
Mathematicians solve equations, or try to. But sometimes the solutions are not as interesting as the beautiful symmetric patterns
that lead to them. Written in a friendly style for a general audience, Fearless Symmetry is the first popular math book to discuss
these elegant and mysterious patterns and the ingenious techniques mathematicians use to uncover them. Hidden symmetries
were first discovered nearly two hundred years ago by French mathematician évariste Galois. They have been used extensively in
the oldest and largest branch of mathematics--number theory--for such diverse applications as acoustics, radar, and codes and
ciphers. They have also been employed in the study of Fibonacci numbers and to attack well-known problems such as Fermat's
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Last Theorem, Pythagorean Triples, and the ever-elusive Riemann Hypothesis. Mathematicians are still devising techniques for
teasing out these mysterious patterns, and their uses are limited only by the imagination. The first popular book to address
representation theory and reciprocity laws, Fearless Symmetry focuses on how mathematicians solve equations and prove
theorems. It discusses rules of math and why they are just as important as those in any games one might play. The book starts
with basic properties of integers and permutations and reaches current research in number theory. Along the way, it takes
delightful historical and philosophical digressions. Required reading for all math buffs, the book will appeal to anyone curious about
popular mathematics and its myriad contributions to everyday life.
Americans love religious freedom. Few agree, however, about what they mean by either “religion” or “freedom.” Rather than
resolve these debates, Finbarr Curtis argues that there is no such thing as religious freedom. Lacking any consistent content,
religious freedom is a shifting and malleable rhetoric employed for a variety of purposes. While Americans often think of freedom
as the right to be left alone, the free exercise of religion works to produce, challenge, distribute, and regulate different forms of
social power. The book traces shifts in the notion of religious freedom in America from The Second Great Awakening, to the fiction
of Louisa May Alcott and the films of D.W. Griffith, through William Jennings Bryan and the Scopes Trial, and up to debates over
the Tea Party to illuminate how Protestants have imagined individual and national forms of identity. A chapter on Al Smith
considers how the first Catholic presidential nominee of a major party challenged Protestant views about the separation of church
and state. Moving later in the twentieth century, the book analyzes Malcolm X’s more sweeping rejection of Christian freedom in
favor of radical forms of revolutionary change. The final chapters examine how contemporary controversies over intelligent design
and the claims of corporations to exercise religion are at the forefront of efforts to shift regulatory power away from the state and
toward private institutions like families, churches, and corporations. The volume argues that religious freedom is produced within
competing visions of governance in a self-governing nation.
????2???
Who are those at the bottom of society? There has been much discussion in recent years, on both Left and Right, about the
existence of an alleged 'underclass' in both Britain and the USA. It has been claimed this group lives outside the mainstream of
society, is characterised by crime, suffers from long-term unemployment and single parenthood, and is alienated from its core
values. In Underclass: A History of the Excluded, 1880-2000 John Welshman shows that there have always been concerns about
an 'underclass', whether constructed as the 'social residuum' of the 1880s, the 'problem family' of the 1950s or the 'cycle of
deprivation' of the 1970s. There are marked differences between these concepts, but also striking continuities. Indeed a concern
with an 'underclass' has is many ways been as long as an interest in poverty itself. This book is the first to look systematically at
the question, providing new insights on contemporary debates about behaviour, poverty and welfare reform. In a speech in 2006,
Tony Blair signalled a major push on social exclusion. He aimed to show the Government's determination to tackle 'a hard core
underclass' estimated at 1 m people. The focus in Whitehall had moved to what were termed 'high-risk, high-harm and high-cost
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families', and to children in care, teenage mothers, and people with mental health problems on benefit. In all of this, the rhetoric of
a 'cycle of deprivation', and of inter-generational continuities, was ever-present, and it is those continuities that this book seeks to
explore.
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